
A COMPARISON OF HAYDN AND BEETHOVEN

Franz Josef Haydn and Ludwig van Beethoven are two of the greatest classical composers in the history of music,
rivaled only by the masterful Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. However, due to Haydnâ€™s increasing age, and
Beethovenâ€™s increasing temper, the lessons only lasted for a.

The amount of variation in this second movement is extensive, and really adds a lot to the movement. At the
end, the short-short-short-long motive from the beginning of the symphony returns, and begins to take over the
piece as it moves directly into the fourth movement without any hesitation. In reading about the lives of these
master composers, we come to appreciate them more, not only as composers but as individuals who were able
to rise above whatever limitations or hindrances they faced during their time. In , he requested release from his
duties and started working freelance. Works Cited Batteux, Charles. The first movement of both pieces start
out in their own special way. However, this is a stylized dance piece, rather than an actual dance piece due to
Haydn throwing in little twists that would throw off any attempted ballroom dance. Cambridge: Cambridge
UP,  And nope, we don't source our examples from our editing service! Mozart had a knack of using several
themes in one movement, yet at the same time, creating a movement that in no way lacks in unity. Who wrote
this essay? This would be the result of solely being a musician in Germany rather than touring. The use of
sonata form is almost the defining characteristic of the style. There's a problem with this paper. Yet within the
confines of the boundaries he seemingly imposed on himself, Mozart left us many incomparable masterpieces.
These chords allow Beethoven to conclude the symphony by ending the tension that has been furiously
building throughout the entire piece. James Day. To protect the anonymity of contributors, we've removed
their names and personal information from the essays. Most helpful essay resource ever! To put it simply,
sonata form begins with simplicity and tonal stability, builds in tension towards a middle section, and reduces
the complexity and tension in the last section. That is where the most complex textures are usually found, as
well as the most far-ranging key changes, and the most agitated rhythmic patterns. Oxford: Oxford UP,  Of
course it isnt fair to compare the oeuvre of a man who died just before his 36th birthday with that of a man
who lived to be  He also became more interested in variation form, using it sometimes in movements to piano
sonatas and string quartets. Here's more about the similarities and differences between these celebrated
composers: Ludwig van Beethoven - He began his career by playing at parties attended by wealthy people.
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